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to show cause is
made. The order
untimely
as
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v.

discharged.

J" concurrcd'
Ibiftez, P' J', and Fainer'

SurunnARY

In an unlawful detainer

action, the

trial court made a finding of

breach of the implied warranty of habitability by the landlord and adjudged that the landlord should recover the sum of $533.37 for back
rent plus costs. The court based the market rental value as impliedly

*r!$/fhe

court then found a breach @arranty
ofTabitability which resulted in a 33- l 13 percent reduction in the habitability
of the premises, reduced the market rental value of the premises by that
percentage, and deducted the sum already paid by the tenant from the
reduced market rental value multiplied by the number of months for

trict

f\.

\

\
{=*-
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o
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The appellate department of the superior court modified the judgment to grant a recovery to the landlord of S167.07 instead of $533.37.
The court held that the trial court had improperly applied the percentage reduction for breach of the implied warranty of habitability to the
market rental value of the premises as warranted rather than to the
agreed rent. The court held that in using this method, the trial court
had improperly based the market rental value upon the opinion of the
tenant, who was in no sense a qualified expert, and improperly combined two factors of two different methods of determining damages for
breach of the implied warranty of habitability, i.e., it had used the market rental value as warranted of the first method and then reduced it by
the percentage loss of habitability of the second method in arriving at
the 'as is" market rental value. (Opinion by Dozier, Acting P. J., with
Kim, J., concurring.)
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(la, lb) Landlord and Tenant $ ls3-Remedies of Tenant-DamagesBreach of Implied Warranty of Habitability.-In an unlawful detainer action, in which the trial court found that the landlord had
breached the implied warranty of habitability, the court erred in
applying a 33-l /3 reduction in the habitability of the premises to

the market rental value of the premises as warranted rather than to
the agreed rent, where the determination of market rental value as
impliedly warranted was based upon the opinion of the tenant, who
was in no sense a qualified expert, and where the court improperly
combined two approved methods to measure damages for breach of
habitability by using the market rental value as warranted of one
method and reducing it by the percentage loss of habitability of the
second method in arriving at the *as is' market rental value.

[See Cal.Jur.3d, Landlord and
Related Remedies,
Jena_nt,
J I I I; A_.J*

$ I9g, Ejectment and
.U,-,;rHdtord-;;;. Tenant,

$ 769.1

Couxsm

Emily

E. Vasque

z for Defendant

and Appellant.

Harold I. Miller for plaintiff
and Respondent.

Oprnrox
(2)

Landlord and Tenant $ fs3-Remedies

of Tenant-Damages-

Breach of Implied Warranty of Habitability.-In measuring damages for breach of the implied warranty of habitability, market
rental value can properly be testified to only by experts who qualify by experience and the performance of market studies.
(3)

Landlord and Tenant $ f47-Remedies of Tenant-Implied Warranty of Habitability.-The public policy behind the adoption of
the doctrine of implied warranty of habitability of residences is to
force the rehabilitation of substantially defective slum dwellings so
that the poor may live decently.

(4)

Landlord and Tenant $ fs3-Remedies of Tenant-DamogesBreach of Implied Warranty of Habitability-Methods of Comput'
ing.-In determining how damages should be computed for
breaches of the implied warranty of habitability, the method which
is most likely to achieve the goals intended by creation of the implied warranty of habitability of residences and the one least likely
.
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look to Judge Fransen's memorandum decision of December 4, L979,
to
and his ordJr for entry of judgment of December 26, 1979, in order
Judge
decision,
memorandum
his
In
find out what actually haipened.
Fransen first found that t# market rental value as impliedly warranted
of the rental unit occupied by the defendant was S 175- He then found a
breach of the implied-rn"rr"nty of habitability which resulted in a 33
which he held
I 13 percent reduition in the traUitaUility of the premises,
(two-thirds
of
I
6.67
(*as
to
$l
is")
reduled the market rental value
27,
November
trial,
of
date
the
to
lg79
January
$175) per month from
rent
lgTg'. ifr then found that th; tenant had paid $750 towards the
of
$1,283.37,
figure
the
from
sum
during this period, and deducted that
,"pr"Jrnting the reasonable value of the premises at the rate of $116.67
pe; month-fro* January through November 1979. He thus arrived at
the judgment figure of S533.37.

What the defendant tenant is objecting to is the use of the market
rental figure of $ 175 per month "i the basis for applying the 33 ll3
p"r""nt ieduction in rent, since $175 per month was not the agreed
rental. The engrossed settled statement discloses that the agreed rental
at the time in question was $ I 25 per month.

There was no expert testimony as to market rental value either as
warranted or *as is.' The tenant, during her testimony at the trial,
landlords
made the statement that she had looked for other housing but
but
outrageous_'
were
rents
the
found
she
would not take children and
figure
this
was
It
per
month.
5
17
for
$
rented
hers
places
to
that similar
that Judge Fransen therefore adopted as representing the market rental
a
value of the premises during the period in question if it had been in
condition as warranted.
As can be seen, this appeal is not concerned at all with the sufficiency of the evidence to rupport the finding of bleach of implied warranty
of habitability, as such ividence is outlined in the engrossed settled
statement. tiil Rather, the sole question is whether it was error for
p€rJudge Fransen io apply the percentage reduction in use of 3 3 -1.13
rather
(as
warranted)
premises
tfie
of
,alu.
rental
cent to the market
than the agreed rent. If the agreed rental of $ 125 per month had been
as the
used, the rental still owing to iire landlord by the tenant would be

tenantcontendsonthisippeal'only$167'07($tzstimestwo-thirds'
judgment
times months of occupun.i, minus $zso paid) instead of the
of the
modification
a
seeks
simply
defendant
figure of $53 3.37. Tlie
in this respect. She does not contest the award of costs to the

3tiagment
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landlord despite the fact that she was the prevailing party on the affirmative defense of breach of implied warranty of habitability.
The seminal case in California is, of course, Green v. Superior Court

(1974) l0 Cal.3d 616

I I I Cal.Rptr.

704, 517 P.zd I168J.
{.z1Lr Fufr N;A

Here the California Supreme Court decided that to protect poor tenants from exploitation by powerful landlords there should be implied in
residental tenancies an implied warranty of habitability, i.e., that the
premises were reasonably habitable by average tenants. Through this
doctrine aggrieved tenants could protect themselves by withholding a
portion of the rent until the premises were made habitable, rather than
being left to their impractical remedy of suing the landlord for repair.
(Recent cases (1971) 84 Harv. L.Rev. 729 at p. 734.')

There have been only two Court of Appeal cases since Green and
many issues are left unresolved. For example, does the implied warranty
of habitability apply to protect a tenant who takes occupancy in spite of
the patent defects observed by him? Knight v. Hallsthammar *(Cal.
App.) says No! but this conclusion is questionable in view of the fact
that the implied warranty is mandatory and designed to force landlords
to fix up dilapidated dwellings whether or not the defects are obvious
(See 84 Harv. L.Rev. at pp. 736-737 and Teller v. McCoy (1978)
W.Va. 1253 S.E.2d ll4l holding that for reasons of public policy
the implied warranty of habitability cannot be waived by the tenant;
see also, Foisy v. Wyman (1973) 83 Wn.2d 22 [515 P.zd 160, at
pp. 167 -168 J holding that the warrant cannot be abrogated by tenant

landlord agreement. )

It does appear from Civil Code sections l94l and 1942 that the
tenant in California at the initiation of the tenancy can expressly agree
to waive specific defects in habitability. Presumably then he cannot later base a claim of a breach of the implied warranty of habitability on
such defects. However, note that the Civil Code sections apply only to
the tenant's right to repair and charge the lessor.
A

second question

of importance is whether there is any difference in

application of the doctrine to future rent abatement as distinguished

from past tenant

damages.

* Reporter's Note: Hearing granted March 24, 1980. See 29 Cal.3d
Cal.Rptr. 7O7, 623 P.2d 2681 for Supreme Court opinion.
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Our present case, however, is clean in the sense that it presents T
other pioblem than the precise one of how the tenant's damages should

Despite these defects, this method of computing damages was suggested as a possibility in Green, supra, and has been utilized in other
states (Sce cases cited in 56 B.U. L.Rev., Bt p. 21, fn. 126.)

for

(lb) The method used by Judge Fransen to find market rental value
as impliedly warranted ($175) based on the tenant's opinion that similar places which accept children rent for $ 17 5 was obviously inadequate
as the tenant was in no sense a qualified expert. Admittedly, appellate
courts in other states have ignored this obvious deficiency because of
the expense of securing experts. (See Teller v. McCoy, supra, 253

that
be computed when he is no longer an occupant. .Here the facts are
them
occupied
and
defective
obviously
not
premiser
the tenant occupied
several y"uir ,rt il" the rent slowly rose and the condition of the
premises steadilY deteriorate.

In the United States cases and law reviews, there have been five different methods suggested for computing the tenant's damages for
breach of the implied warranty of habitability.

s.E.2d I14.)
The first two are the alternatives suggested in Green, to wit:
the
I. Take testimony and find the market rental value monthly ofvalue
rental
market
the
then
premises as impliedly warranted and
iionthly of the firemises 'as is', i.e., in their eventually known defective
of
condition. The difference between the two multiplied by the months
damages.
tenant's
the
occupancy is the figure for

II. The second method suggested by Green is to first recognize the
agreed contract rcnt as something the two parties have agreed to as

- f,i,l .*..

propcr for the premiscs as impliedly warrantcd. Ilen the court should ) li:"'*'
take testimonv and find on the perccntage reduction of habitalilitv (or-(7"?..,.,
-i7";^'-no

fecs. Thcn reduce thc acreed rent bv this oercentaee. multiolv the ) u;in tt

l4r:::n,
ftt'u'i'Z'*

The

practical defect.
This method has one theoretical defect and one*market'
rental value
a
is
there
whether
questionable
first is that it is
*market' rental value for
of premises patently defective. ts there a
in violation of housing tgdT and
pr".ir", known to be substantially
policy,
Housing coles and renant
(Abbott,
Housing
ihu, illegal?
p. 23 points out the
Remedies.. An Integration (t 976) 56 B:U.L.Rev., &t
area.
this
in
)
many hazards to expert testimony

nln steinberg v. carreras, 74 Misc. 2d 32, 38, 344 N'Y'S'2d 136'
judge noted: 'I seriously doubt
144 (N.y. Citi civ. ct. tgil) the trial
in

that statistical information about the value-of apartments operated
expgrt
violation of law is available in a form that permits meaningful
New
A
Hqb.itability:
of
testimony.', (Moskovitz, The Implied Warranty
here105,
fn'
glq
1444,
(l
caLl-Rev.
62
Doctrine Raising Nenirrurs

*F ry::
This method has the defect of the inherent uncertainty in measuring
a percentage of loss of habitability. What percentage should be attributed to loss of aesthetic values (such as cracked and water-stained walls

and ceilings) as distinguished from insufficient heat or water? (See,
however, Knight v. Hallsthammar, supra, (Cal.App.), which held that
the implicd warranty of habitability guarantees only 'necessary living
requirements' and not amenities or pleasing aesthetics. ) How should
one measure intermittent defects as compared to continuous ones?
These are obvious problems, but courts and writers have offered plau-

after, Moskovitz.')

sibly helpful suggestions as to how this measurement should be
pcrformed. (See McKenna v. Begin (1977) 5 Mass.App. 304) 1362
N.E.2d 548J, Cooks v. Fowler (D.C.Cir. l97l) 459 F.2d 1269 and
Moskovitz, supra, 62 Cal. L.Rev. 1444, at p. 1469.)

can
(2,) The second flaw in this measure is that markel rental value and
experience
qualify-by
properly be testified to only UV .*p"rts- who
case like the prethe performance of market-studier. ln the usuat tmall
sent no one can afford to hire the experts.

Furthennore, if there is no better way to measure damages, uncertainty in the best method chosen has never been held to be fatal.
(McKenna, supra, 362 N.E.2d 548; Pugh v. Holmer ( 1979)
Pa.
405 A.2d 897; Stoiber v. Honeychuck (1980) l0l Cal.App.3d -903 U62
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in measuring damages for
cal.Rptr. lg4] also holds that thc courts*do

breach of the implied warranty must just

the best they can.')

Moskovitz (62 Cal. L.Rev. 1444) in discussing these _two methods
( I ) that in the first method the agree! rent is immaterial
(except possibly as some evidence of market rental value as warranted)
and t)) inat in the first method the percentage reduction in habitability
is immaterial, &s the 'as is' market rental "ilue need not even roughly
(3) that in -the
coincide with a percentage reduction in habitability, "nq
or 'as is') is
(as
warranted
value
rental
mar-ket
the
second method

points out

immaterial.

Judge Fransen fell between two stools as it were. He used market
rentallalue as warranted (first method) and then reduccd it by percentage loss of habitabitity (second method) in arriving at the 'as is'
market rental value.
For this reason, os well as the insufficiency of the evidence to support
any finding as to market rental value as warranted, the lower court's
judgment will have to be modified.
The third method is that utilized by the Appellate Departmenlof
(1977)
the Superior Court of Los Angeles Couniy in Qugvedo v. Braga
72 Cai.App.3d Supp. I IlaO Cal.Rptr. l43J and by several cases in the
eastern states (sei t"s.i cited at p. 2l of 56 B.LJ. L.Rev.).

III.

The suggested method in these cases is to take evidence and find the
*as is' (knowingly defective) condimarket monthly rental value in thc
contract rent and the difference
agreed
the
from
it
is
subtract
tion,
mutiiplied by the months of the occupancy is the damage figure.
and little woneuevedo v. Braga, supra. cites no appellate authority,
first from the
suffers
It
wrong.
def as the ruggrlt"d method is dead
defective and
patently
of
value
market
to
as
testimony
flaw of requiriil-premises. -And
ald more importantly, it is a
secondly,
possibty iliegal
method of dimage computation taken unthinkingly

frog

personal prop

erty breach of iinplied warranty cases and ignores the publ-ig policy
behind the adoption of the doctrine of implied warranty of habitability
of

residences.

(3)

That purpose is to force the rehabilitation of substantially defoctive slum dwellings so that the poor may live decently. This third
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suggested method would only further this policy if the landlord was a
*rent gouger. " If he charged low rents because of the poor quality of his
premises, the agreed rent and the market rent for the *as is' premises
would differ little, if at all. A tenant living in a pigsty would recover
nothing because he was paying pigsty rents. This is probably good con-

it is poor implied warranty of habitability law. (See
B.tr. L.Rev., zt p. 22.)

tract law, but

56

The Quevedo method of computing damages was rejected in Pugh v.
Holmes, supra, 405 A.zd 897, because (a) it did not further the policy
of the creation of the implied warranty of habitability, and (b) delapidated illegal (violation of housing code) dwellings should not be given a
market rental value.

IV. The fourth method is that suggested by Moskovitz, supra, namely: 'Forget about market rent and agreed rent and just give the tenant a
recovery for his 'discomfort and annoyance.'
This method is unappealing for two reasons: First, it permits recovery
for nonmalicious mental distress unaccompanied by physical injury, a
situation that until recently has been avoided by the courts. ( Gruenberg
v. Aetna Ins. Co., (1973) 9 Ca1.3d 566 [08 Cal.Rptr. 480, 510 P.zd
1032J; Shepard v. Superior Court (1977) 76 Cal.App.3d 16 U42
Cal.Rptr. 612l; Arauz v. Gerhardt (1977) 68 Cal.App.3d 937 U37
Cal.Rptr. 6l9J; Fuentes v. Perez (1977) 66 Cal.App.3d 163 [ I 36
Cal.Rptr. 27 57.
Secondly, it opens the door for selected juries in urban areas to nail
landlords for intangible (and inherently immeasureable) injuries even
though a cause of action for intentional infliction of emotional distress

will not lie.

A measure of damages which bears no relation to the value of the
lease contract to either party (note: McKenna v. Begin (1975) 3 Mass.
App. 168 1325 N.E,2d 5871 which held that in no event could the contract damages for breach of the implied warranty of habitability exceed
the contract rent), and which is so open-ended, will either drive landlords out of business (and thus dry up rental housing) or drive their
insurance rates sky high (to be taken out of the hides of tenants).
Note, also that Quevedo v. Bragg, supra, dismissed the cause of
tion for *discomfort and annoyance' by the tenant.
[July l e80l
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Unless directcd by an appcllate court, this court will not approve a
permit a
measure of dam"g"r *itU sulh potential dire results in order to
jury of insomniac-s to give a sleepless tenant ma$sive damages by reason
of a dripping bathroom faucet.

It should be acknowledged that the Moskovitz suggestion was adopted in Teller v. McCoy, tipro, 253 S.E.2d I14. However, in Sroiber vHoruychuck, supra, ior Gt.App.3d 903 the Court of Appeal held that
while the contract cause of action for breach of the implied warranty of
habitability does t ot wrmit recovery fo, 'discomfort and annoyance'
plead a ca,rie of action in tort (negligence) for
thc plaintiif
-breach tenant may
of the implied warranty of habitability.
the

If he docs, the court implies he may collect damages for 'discomfort., Note, however, that Stoiber does not discuss the propriety of
*ttoting damages for mental distress in a negligence action where no
physical injury exists.

In any event, the tenant in the present case did not plead tort cause
of actiin, possi'bly because a counterclaim cannot be filed in an unlawfU aetainer action (see Moskovitz, supra, 123 p. 1472).
V. The fifth method of computation of damages is that suggested by
of
the Restatement Second of Propetry, section I i.l, to wit: The ratio
.as is' market value and the warranted market value multiplied by
the
multiplied
the contract rent, subtracted from the contract rent and then
by the months of occupancy.

howevThis has two defects; first, it is mind boggling. (If we -assume,
warranted
*as
the
ung
monttrty
is
$100
value
is'market
or, that the
value is $ I 50 and the contract rent is $ I 10, the equation is
100

x 110 = X

150

and $l

l0 minus X times

the number of months of occupancy.)

expert
Second, it has the disadvantage explained above of requiring
is"
testimony as to markct values ai warranted and market values 'as
available'
be
illegally. Such testimony may not
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(4) Ratiocination on these five methods indicate that they are all lamentable, but that method II is the least of the evils, and the one
selected by this court as ( I ) most likely to achieve the goals desired by
the Supreme Court in creating the implied warranty of habitability
(residential), as (2) least likely to cause the shift of landlords' capital to
the Zurich gold market, and ( 3 ) as manageable by trial courts.
This method of damage computation is recommended in 84 Harv.
L.Rev., Bt p. 737; McKenna, supra, 362 N.E.2d 548; Pugh v. Holmes,
supra,405 A.2d 897; Morbeth Realty Corp. v. Rosenshine (1971) 167
Misc.2d 623 1323 N.Y.S.2d 363J; Academy Spires, Inc. v. Brown
(1970) lll N.J. Super. 477 1268 A.zd 556J; Glyco v. Schultz (1972)
32 Ohio App.2d 281,61 Ohio Op.2d 346;1289 N.E.2d 919J; and Morbeth Realty Corp. v. Yelez (1973) 73 Misc.2d 996 [343 N.Y.S.2d 4061.
The agreed rent is something the parties have fixed, so traditional
contract law instructs us to give it substantial weight. Percentage of reduction of habitability is uncharted but is no more difficult than valuing
loss of consortium or emotional distress, which courts do every day just
as if they know what they are doing. The trial court can consider the
area affected, the amount of time the occupant is exposed to it, the degree of discomfort the defect imposes, the quality of the defect as
health threatening or just intermittently annoying, the extent to which
such a defect causes tenants to find the premises uninhabitable and
leave, et cetera and make a considered estimate as to the percentage reduction of habitability.

The method does have a substantial possibility of injustice to the
landlord in one situation, to wit: where he has by reason of premise defects set a low rent (by negotiation with a knowledgeable tenant or not)
for the premises and later is faced with a bludgeon of even lower rents
through a claim of a breach of the implied warranty of habitability.
Thus, there is justice in forcing a landlord to disgorge $50 per month
for premises that rented for $ 150 but were only worth $90 to $ I 10.
There is, however, a visceral queasiness in nailing a landlord who has
rented the place for $90 because of the defects (perhaps after a discussion of the defects with the tenant), being forced to reimburse the
tenant $30 a month because a court finds that the premises are 30 percent less habitable than a similar place in good condition. This,
however, would be a result of the mandatory nature of the implied warranty of habitability and the policy of forcing the rehabilitation of
markedly substandard dwellings. (See 84 Harv.L.Rev. 729, and Foisy
[July 1980]
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v. Srti th, supra, where even though the tenant and landlord had negotiatcd a low rent because of obvious defects, the tenant was still able to
gct evcn a lower rent in an action for breach of the implied warranty of
inhabitability.) In any event, it is not a situation we face in the present
case.

There is no need to send the case back to the trial court because we
have the figures we necd, to wit: the contract rent of $ 125 per month
and the trial court's finding of a 33 | 13 percent reduction in habitability and the months of occupancy.

Prople v. NuNNpnr

Supp. 35

109 Cal.App.3d Supp. 35; 168 Cal.Rptr. 103

Appellate Department, Superior Court, Los Angeles
[Crim. A. No. 17802. July 31, 1980.]

THE PEOPLE, Plaintiff and Respondent, v.
PAUL NUNNERI, Defendant and Appellant.

The judgment is modified to grant a recovery to the landlord of
$167.07 instead of $533.37, and the trial court is ordered to enter the

judgmcnt as directed.

Kim, J., concurred.

Suuulny
A delicatessen employee was convicted in municipal court of criminal
of Bus. & Prof. Code, $ 12107, and Cal. Admin. Code,
tit. 4, S 301 5.4.1, for using in the course of his employment a commerviolations

cial scale that an inspector in the Department of Weights and Measures
determined to register one-half ounce above true weight at the time the
employee used it. (Municipal Court for the Los Angeles Judicial District of Los Angeles County, No. 431582, Jill Jakes, Judge.)
The appellate department of the superior court reversed. The court
held that the offense for which the employee was convicted was a public
welfare offense, the commission of which was dependent merely upon
the committing of a forbidden act under the statute, irrespective of any
specific intent, but that, taking into consideration the applicable statutory and regulatory provisions as a whole, the duty of maintaining the
scale in balance did not fall on the employee, and the employee could
not be held criminally responsible merely for his use of the out-ofbalance scale in the course of his employment. (Opinion by Saeta, J.,
with lbilfre4 P. J., and Fainer, J., concurring.)
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